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Abstract: Following government decentralization, a new left party in the Philippines, 
Akbayan, together with allied people’s organizations and NGOs, has undertaken a program in 
participatory local governance promoting popular empowerment. Akbayan’s emerging radical 
democratic model of local governance is contending not just with the politico-economic elite’s 
‘patrimonial’ approach, but also with other alternative models – the far left’s ‘revolutionary 
approach’ and the ‘new’ right’s revised neoliberal perspective. Propagating World Bank-style ‘good 
governance’ and ‘new public management’, the revisionist neoliberals have not really challenged 
oligarchic rule and are, in fact, working in unholy cohabitation with traditional politicians. Akbayan 
is fighting an uphill battle as the new managerialists dominate the governance discourse in the public 
sector, business and civil society. 
 
 

The Local Government Code (LGC) of the Philippines, enacted into law in 1991, has been 
hailed as a ‘landmark’ piece of legislation [Eaton, 2001: 114] and ‘a revolution in governance’ [Rood, 
1998: 116]. The Code devolved certain powers of the national government to local governments and 
provided some features for furthering democracy, especially people’s participation in governance. 
Over the past thirteen years, the decentralisation of the country’s political system has proceeded 
rapidly. In terms of local power relations, however, not much has really changed in local governance 
or in local politics in general, contrary to some scholars’ very positive initial assessments of the LGC. 
Local politico-economic elites, linked to national elites, have managed to maintain their hold on 
economic and political power through patronage (including resort to traditional patron-client ties), 
corruption or sometimes even force. In a great majority of municipalities and barangays (villages), 
local governance remains as top-down as ever and popular empowerment, largely un-realised – very 
much a reflection of national governance and politics. 

 
Since the fall of Marcos, the Philippines has been widely regarded as a ‘restored’ democracy. 

Political scientists, however, have tended to qualify the country’s democracy with a variety of 
depreciatory adjectives: ‘elite democracy’ [Hawes, 1987; Bello and Gershman, 1990; Stauffer 1990; 
Timberman, 1991; Caoili, 1991]; ‘cacique democracy’ [Anderson, 1988], ‘oligarchic democracy’ 
[Hewison et al., 1993; Kingsbury, 2001], ‘low-intensity democracy’ [Gills et al., 1993], and so forth. 
The Philippines has also been described as a ‘weak state’ captured by entrenched politico-economic 
families or clans [Miranda 1991; McCoy 1993; Rivera, 1994; Villacorta, 1994]. Representing the 
oligarchic elite, the country’s main political parties have been indistinguishable from one another in 
their political beliefs and programs. Politicians, long associated with patronage and the proverbial 
‘guns, goons and gold’, have often been derogatorily referred to as trapos. Short for ‘traditional 
politician’, trapo ordinarily means ‘a dirty old rag’. Corruption in the Philippines has reached such 
staggering proportions that in recent years, some scholars have come up with even more damning 
characterisations of Philippine politics, showing how corruption has become very much imbedded in 
the country’s political system. Hutchcroft [1998] describes the Philippines as having a patrimonial 
oligarchic state, a weak state preyed upon and plundered by a powerful oligarchy. According to him, 
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the predatory elite takes advantage of, and extracts privilege from, a largely incoherent bureaucracy. 
Sidel [1999] depicts bossism as a common phenomenon in the Philippines, describing bosses as 
strongmen who achieve monopolistic control over both coercive and economic resources within 
certain areas, with some engaging in Mafia-style operations. 

 
The left, the only major organised political force that has truly challenged the rule of the 

oligarchic elite in the Philippines, has regarded government on the whole, as being trapo-dominated 
and corrupt. Thus, the left, especially the revolutionary left, has long spurned working in or with 
government, being much more inclined towards overthrowing the state in Jacobin fashion, than going 
through a protracted process of radically transforming it from without and within. Over the past six 
years, however, a new left party, Akbayan, has taken the latter course. Seizing opportunities opened 
by the LGC, Akbayan, together with allied people’s organisations (POs) and non-governmental 
organisations (NGOs), has undertaken a program in participatory local governance that has been 
gaining favorable comment and support for promoting not just more efficient and accountable 
government but also popular empowerment. As an alternative to the politics of patronage and 
patrimonialism of the elite, Akbayan’s emerging ‘radical democratic’ model of local governance is 
currently contending with other alternative models, that is, the ‘revolutionary approach’ from the far 
left and the revised neoliberal perspective of the ‘new’ right. The revisionist neoliberals, who have 
been propagating World-Bank-style ‘good governance’ and ‘new public management’, have not really 
challenged oligarchic rule and are, in fact, working in unholy cohabitation with patronage-oriented 
trapos. Akbayan is fighting an uphill battle not just against the trapos but also against the new 
managerialists, who overwhelmingly dominate the discourse on governance and development in the 
public sector, business and civil society, including the academe. 

 
The Left’s Attitude towards Working in or with Government 
 

The Philippine left consists of communists and the communist-aligned ‘national democrats’ 
(NDs); social democrats (SDs); and socialists. Constituting the biggest single bloc within the 
Philippine left are the Communist Party of the Philippines (CPP) and the NDs. Shortly after its 
founding in December 1968, the CPP formed the New People’s Army (NPA) and launched Mao-style 
‘protracted people’s war’, aiming to overthrow the ‘reactionary’ Philippine state and establish 
‘national democracy’, an intermediate stage to socialism. The ND network includes several 
underground and many ‘aboveground’ (legal) ND organisations. The NDs proved to be the biggest, 
most organised and most militant force within the broad movement against the Marcos dictatorship. 
While members of the traditional opposition participated in Marcos’ less-than-democratic elections 
starting in 1978, the CPP-NPA boycotted them and intensified its guerrilla war. In 1985-86, the NDs 
failed to see that a decisive showdown with the dictatorship loomed, and campaigned for a boycott of 
the 1986 ‘snap’ presidential elections. Thus they boxed themselves out of the ‘people power’ uprising 
that toppled Marcos and swept Corazon Aquino into the presidency. Since the fall of Marcos, the 
CPP-NPA has persisted with its armed struggle, but it has not been able to return to the peak levels of 
the armed struggle and the mass movement it achieved in the 1980s. Unresolved differences on 
strategy and tactics and on internal democracy were compounded, following the collapse of socialist 
states in Eastern Europe, by disagreements on the causes of the crisis of socialism and the vision of an 
alternative society. After an intense and acrimonious ideological struggle in 1992-3, the CPP split into 
those reaffirming (‘reaffirmists’) and those rejecting (‘rejectionists’) the party’s Maoist doctrines. 

 
Working in – or with – government, even more than elections, is a sphere of endeavour that 

the left in the Philippines spurned for a long time. During the Marcos dictatorship, leftists – NDs and 
SDs – often looked with disdain on comrades and allies who accepted government appointments, 
regarding them as having capitulated to the regime. The NDs were also very critical of those in the 
traditional opposition who ran in Marcos’ elections and took office, contending that these 
oppositionists were helping to legitimise the regime and its ‘rubber-stamp’ parliament. Not as rigid, 
the SDs participated in some of the elections, forging alliances with the traditional opposition. After 
the fall of Marcos, many in the ND ranks continued to keep away from getting involved in 
government work, as they looked upon the new order as a fake democracy or as merely being the 
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return of ‘elite’ or ‘bourgeois’ democracy. They viewed the government as being corruption-ridden, 
dominated and run by trapos. Hence, government office was a dirty job.   

 
Although the left, in general, has long scorned working in or with government, the 

revolutionary left has long been getting into local government. Since the Marcos era, says former CPP 
Politburo member and currently Akbayan chairman Ricardo Reyes, the CPP-NPA has tried to win 
over many barangay officials, even entire barangay councils, to its side, recruited a good number of 
these officials into its ranks, and supported or even put up candidates in barangay elections. This has 
been a common practice, especially in CPP-NPA guerrilla zones. Links with barangay officials and 
candidates, however, have been of a clandestine nature. The CPP-NPA’s objective in such 
involvement in barangay politics has not been to turn the barangay councils into models of good 
government, but to ‘neutralise’ them or render them inutile and prevent them from being used for 
‘counter-insurgency’, and to tap individuals within the councils themselves for various needs of the 
revolutionary movement, for example, material support, intelligence work on the ‘enemy’, and so 
forth. Its involvement in barangay government or governance, hence, has not been real engagement. 
‘The CPP did not have any idea of local governance,’ remarks Reyes. ‘It did not really care much for 
the barangay councils. The stress was on building barrio [barangay] revolutionary committees as an 
alternative organ of revolutionary power. No matter how hard it tried to build these revolutionary 
committees, however, it did not succeed much.’ In the urban areas, the objective was different. During 
the Marcos era, for instance, getting into the barangay council was found to be useful in certain cases 
for ‘helping build an anti-dictatorship front’. There have been no indications of any significant change 
in the CPP-NPA’s policy of ‘neutralising’ the barangay councils.1  

 
The left has taken some time to get used to the idea of having some from within its ranks 

working in government. Soon after the 1986 uprising, President Aquino appointed some leftists and 
progressives to government positions, including ‘officers-in-charge’ for local posts. However, they 
did not get much support for their reform initiatives from a fragmented progressive movement and 
some got co-opted into trapo politics. The most prominent progressives left government [Rocamora, 
2002: 3]. Following the 1986 boycott fiasco, the NDs fielded candidates in the 1987 congressional 
and 1988 local elections. Only two congressional and eighteen local candidates of the NDs’ People’s 
Party (PnB) won. Still quite disoriented, the NDs failed to provide much direction or leadership to 
those elected. Soon after the 1988 elections, PnB closed its national office and became inactive. The 
elected officials were largely left to fend for themselves; most ended up joining trapo parties and/or 
failing in their reelection bids.  

 
The left has since then, and especially over the last seven years or so, become more involved 

in working in or with government. A major factor, of course, has been the victory of some candidates 
of left electoral parties and groups in the party-list ballot (for seats in the lower house of Congress) 
and in local and barangay elections in 1997-2004. In their engagement in the state arena (elections and 
governance), most of the left parties and groups have focused their energies mainly on Congress 
(specifically the party-list system). Some have also gone into barangay politics. However, they have 
not openly fielded candidates in barangay elections, since, oddly enough, a Marcos-era law still in 
force prohibits candidates from having party affiliations. 

 
Apart from actively working in Congress, where it now has three representatives, Akbayan 

has also been very much engaged in local government – barangay, municipal, city and provincial. 
Among the left parties, it appears to have gone the farthest in working in and with local government 
units (LGUs). Akbayan is a mix of various progressive groups. Four political blocs were involved in 
its formation in January 1998, namely: Bisig, which consisted of ex-NDs, ex-SDs and independent 
leftists who wanted to develop a socialist program distinct from that of the NDs and the SDs; 
Pandayan, an SD group active in grassroots movements; the ‘popular democrats’ (or ‘popdems’) a 
tendency of ND origin that unsuccessfully tried to build itself as the ‘democratic component of 
national democracy’; and Siglaya, a ‘rejectionist’ group which characterised itself as the ‘democratic 

                                                 
1 Interview with Ricardo Reyes, 3 November 2003, Quezon City. 
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bloc’.2 Akbayan seeks to end the rule of the oligarchic elite by pursuing ‘the strategy of combining a 
determined struggle for ideological and cultural hegemony, establishing building blocks through 
radical reforms and sustained organizing and constituency building in local communities, sub-classes 
and sectors and institutions’. It ‘employs mass pressure and ideological campaigns while taking 
seriously the field of engagement with government and/or the private sector to achieve concrete gains 
for the people and weakening elite rule’ [Akbayan National Congress, 2003: 9].  
 
The Left and Decentralisation  
 
 In the late 1980s and early 1990s, emergent left groups, together with POs and NGOs aligned 
with them, engaged more seriously in development work, even as they continued to be actively 
involved in ‘pressure’ or contentious politics – rallies, marches and other protest actions. Among 
these new left groups were the popdems, Bisig and Pandayan. From small-scale, barangay-based 
development projects, the popdems, Bisig and Pandayan and allied POs/NGOs soon moved on to 
‘integrated area development’ (IAD) projects covering much wider areas. In pursuing these projects, 
the new left groups and allied POs/NGOs increasingly had to deal with barangay and municipal 
LGUs, coordinate with them, and eventually work on joint projects with them. Thus, the IAD 
experience eventually led to greater PO/NGO and LGU interaction. From development work, the 
emergent left groups and allied POs/NGOs moved on – naturally, as it were – to greater engagement 
in both local governance and local government work.3 Several developments facilitated this process. 
The most important was the passage of the LGC, which provided for decentralisation and the transfer 
of power to local governments. Another was that international donor agencies provided funds and new 
ideas for PO/NGO participation in local governance [Rocamora, 2000: 4]. 
 
 The LGC was ‘the most important policy departure’ and ‘the linchpin’ of the Aquino 
administration. Despite her elitist background, President Aquino had pushed hard for decentralisation, 
wanting it to be part of her legacy of democratisation. For several years, the LGC bill languished in 
Congress. It was only towards the end of Aquino’s term that the LGC was enacted. Hoping to gain her 
crucial endorsement for their electoral bids, Congress members rushed to have it approved [Eaton, 
2001: 116-118].  
 

In what has been described as ‘one of the most ambitious decentralization attempts in Asia’ 
[Eaton 2001: 106], the LGC devolved to local governments the responsibility for the delivery of basic 
services as well as certain regulatory and licensing powers; increased their share in taxes; and 
provided various incentives for local governments to become more entrepreneurial [Brillantes, 1996: 
87]. In just four years, 70,000 national government employees were transferred to local organisational 
structures, and the share of local governments in internal revenue allotment increased from 11 to 40 
per cent. “The decentralization programme has proceeded steadily, if not always smoothly,” assesses 
Mark Turner [1999: 118], “and there are certainly indications that real gains have been made in 
promoting local autonomy and enabling local government to run more of their own affairs in 
cooperation with NGOs and the private sector.” Others have even been more praiseful. ‘Perhaps 
nowhere else in the world,’ gushed a panel of scholars, ‘has decentralisation of the political system 
proceeded as rapidly as in the Philippines’.4 

 
 In the Latin American experience, decentralisation did not necessarily involve the 
democratisation of local governments. ‘If a local government is already democratic and responsive to 
its citizens,’ Jonathan Fox [1995: 16] observes, ‘then the outcome is promising. If not, then 
decentralization can reinforce patronage politics or even authoritarian rule at the local level. Some 

                                                 
2 Siglaya has since broken up; a section of it called Padayon has taken its place. 
3 As used here, ‘government’ refers to ‘the institutions and agents charged with governing’, and ‘governance’, to 
‘the modes and manner of governing’ [Jessop, 1998: 30]. 
4 http://www.aasianst.org/absts/1997abst/seasia/sea82.htm. The panel of ‘Session 82’ on ‘Decentralization and 
Democracy: Exploring the Linkages in the Philippines’, consisting of G. Hawes, E. Bolongaita, P. Hutchcroft, J.  
Sidel and N. Acosta, in the 1997 Association for Asian Studies Annual Meeting, Chicago, Illinois.  
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decentralization programs create new concentrations of elite power while others actually do 
decentralize control. But despite these diverse outcomes, decentralization did pave the way for left 
victories at the local and regional levels’. In theory, at least, the decentralisation program in the 
Philippines provides better conditions for the left since it includes some democratisation features. The 
Code not only devolved certain powers of the national government to local governments; it also 
introduced some forms of direct democracy, as well as the participation of POs/NGOs in local special 
bodies, such as the local development councils and the bids and awards committees [Pimentel, 1994: 
93-95]. ‘Decentralization,’ writes Alex Brillantes, Jr. [1994: 584], ‘is a modality of democratization, 
… a major strategy to empower the previously marginalized sectors of society’. 
 

The initial reaction to the LGC from the left and from the PO/NGO community was far from 
enthusiastic. Many POs/NGOs were indifferent. Others dismissed it as just another medium for state 
co-optation, providing only token representation for marginalised groups [Villarin, 1996: 1-2]. 
POs/NGOs had achieved some successes in their development work, while corruption, patronage and 
bureaucratic red tape had blunted development efforts of local governments. Why bother to work with 
local governments? [Soriano, 1992: 16.] A different view, however, surfaced within the emergent left. 
Pandayan peasant leader Vic Fabe [1992: 84] saw opportunities for much more grassroots organising 
and mobilisation against abuses of local officials. Men Sta. Ana [1992: 3, 9], then executive secretary 
of the Freedom from Debt Coalition, argued that the LGC was ‘a forceful instrument to change the 
political power equation’ and ‘a powerful tool for people’s organizations to carry out their political 
and development agenda on the ground’. He warned, however, that if the Code would be implemented 
without people’s participation, the elite and the trapos could exploit it to consolidate their political 
and economic turfs. He urged POs/NGOs to take into account the Code’s import on the struggle for 
local power … and to ‘slug it out’. For Bisig, the LGC provided an opening for POs/NGOs to 
participate actively in local special bodies, including such important bodies as the local development 
council. Bisig eyed the possibility of achieving immediate tangible gains at the grassroots level by 
combining collective action of POs and work within local government structures [Valte, 1992: 5]. 

 
 Through 1992, POs/NGOs, especially those in the Caucus of Development NGOs (CODE-
NGO), the broadest NGO coalition then, took active part in regional consultations and a national 
PO/NGO conference on local governance. The participating POs/NGOs, including many aligned with 
ND and SD groups, formed the National Coordinating Council on the Local Government Code, a 
broad coalition of 23 national PO/NGO networks. Endorsing the LGC, the conference participants 
took up the challenge of active partnership with local governments. To counter moves of some 
officials to do away with the LGC’s basic PO/NGO empowering provisions, the participants called 
upon the government to ensure the full implementation of the LGC.5 In the first few years of the 
implementation of the LGC, the Council actively campaigned among member as well as non-member 
POs/NGOs to get themselves accredited with local governments and to take active part in local 
governance. The initial participation of POs/NGOs in governance, however, was mainly at the 
regional and national levels and consisted mostly of ‘conferences and media-hugging activities 
praising NGO-LGU partnerships’ [Villarin, 2002: 2]. 
 
‘Batman’ and Participatory Barangay Governance 
 
 In November 1996, seven NGOs closely identified with the popdems, Bisig, Pandayan and 
Siglaya decided to work together in assisting PO leaders in the NGOs’ respective project areas who 
were intending to run in the May 1997 barangay elections by providing them with trainings on 
electoral campaign management [Bulatao, 2000: 191]. Many of those who took part in the trainings 
did win.6 The newly-elected barangay leaders asked the NGOs’ help in running their barangays. In a 

                                                 
5 Villarin [1996: 7-10]; electronic communication with Maritona Labajo, former secretary-general of Akbayan 
and former program officer of CODE-NGO, 8 August 2003. 
6 According to Patrick Patiño, the NGOs identified with what later became the ‘Batman Consortium’ supported 
over 600 candidates for barangay posts in 1997.  Half of the candidates for barangay captain (92 out of 182) and 
over a third of the candidates for barangay councilor (180 out of 450) won. [See Patiño, 1997: 14.] 
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conference convened by the Institute of Politics and Governance (IPG), the nine NGOs that 
participated agreed to conduct trainings on barangay governance. They soon produced a Barangay 
Administration Training Manual (Batman) and used this for initial trainings. Many other newly-
elected barangay officials expressed interest in the ‘Batman’ trainings and joined in. Meanwhile, 
members of the nine NGOs became actively involved in the formal establishment of Akbayan and 
subsequently in the party’s campaign to win seats in Congress through the party-list elections in 1998. 
In the course of conducting Batman trainings, the NGOs involved realised that barangay governance – 
and local governance, in general – had a lot more training needs. Thus, the Batman program became a 
much bigger and longer-term program. The consortium of NGOs involved in local governance 
endeavors officially became the Barangay-Bayan [Village-Municipal] Governance Consortium in 
1999, but its comic-book nickname stuck. Since the original Batman trainings, the NGOs involved in 
the ‘Batman Consortium’ have developed other training courses, such as the Basic Orientation 
Barangay Governance (BOBG) for barangay officials and community PO leaders, the provincial-level 
Barangay Governance Trainors’ Training, and the Direct Action for Local Governance Seminar 
(Dialogs), an orientation seminar on the Local Government Code for NGO-PO-LGU partners. The 
crowning achievement of the consortium, however, has been the Barangay Development Planning 
through Participatory Resource Appraisal (BDP-PRA), which promotes active community 
involvement in the local development planning process [Villarin, 2003: 3-4; Rocamora, 2000: 3].  
 

Tomasito Villarin [2004: 20-23], executive director of the Institute of Politics and 
Governance (IPG), describes the BDP-PRA process (see boxed item on p. 7). Prior to the actual 
planning in BDP-PRA, the Batman NGO trains PO leaders and LGU officials as local community 
facilitators in an intensive one-week course. This trainers’ training ends with the formation of PRA 
teams, which take charge of undertaking the planning process, each team consisting of a facilitator, a 
documenter and a process observer. The BDP-PRA proper begins with social or community 
preparation; then moves on to data gathering and analysis, problem prioritisation, the setting of the 
community vision, mission, goals and strategies, and the writing up of a draft five-year development 
plan; and concludes with the formal adoption of the plan by the barangay council. The BDP-PRA 
process involves ‘poverty mapping, [that is,] identifying the poor in the barangay, and analyzing why 
they are poor’ [Rocamora 2000: 6]. This exercise serves to curb the infrastructure project orientation 
of most development planning in the Philippines.  

 
 BDP-PRA is a Philippine adaptation of an approach in participatory development planning 
known as Participatory Rural Appraisal (PRA), which spread in many countries of the South in the 
1990s. PRA is an approach in which local people undertake their own appraisal and analysis, that is, 
they make maps and models, walk transects and observe, investigate and interview, score and 
diagram, present and analyze information, and plan. It contrasts with traditional methods of inquiry, 
which tend to impose and extract. ‘[W]hen it is well done’, Robert Chambers [1994] notes, ‘local 
people, and especially the poorer, enjoy the creative learning that comes from presenting their 
knowledge and their reality. They say that they see things differently. It is not just that they share 
knowledge with outsiders. They themselves learn more of what they know, and together present and 
build up more than any one knew alone. The process is then empowering, enabling them to analyze 
their world and can lead into their planning and action.’ Compared with data taken through traditional 
means, information shared by local people through PRA have been marked by ‘high validity and 
reliability’.  
 

Usually, BDP-PRA includes planning for raising barangay funds and actual fund-raising as 
well. Joel Rocamora Akbayan president in 2001-3 and currently executive director of the Institute for 
Popular Democracy (IPD), explains:  

 
Because the barangay budget is almost always inadequate, the development plan includes 
a strategy for accessing additional funds. Batman assists the process with a pilot project 
to provide a seed fund of P100,000 (US$2500) which can be accessed by the barangay 
only if they manage to generate funds from other sources. Batman also assists by 
organizing ‘pledging sessions’ where higher level government officials and ODA 
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[official development aid] and other foreign funding agencies are brought together to 
listen to barangay officials make a pitch for financial support for their projects. 
[Rocamora 2000: 6.]  
 

 
 

Key Steps in the BDP-PRA Process 
 
1) Social preparation – identifying local POs, NGOs, and other non-government 
stakeholders who are willing to participate in the BDP-PRA 
2) Community orientation – during the barangay assembly, the local community is 
given an orientation about the project, what is its objective and relevance to them, etc. 
3) Data-gathering – through PRA, community facilitators trained earlier will get 
community data (demographics, socio-economic, historical, etc.) 
4) Data analysis and interpretation – community designs a problem tree based on the 
data gathered 
5) Problem prioritization – process whereby participants reason out and argue which 
problems will be prioritized based on criteria they set 
6) Cross-sector validation – comparative discussions of the problems posed by the 
different sectoral groups of the BDP-PRA 
7) Community vision-mission setting – a highly graphic and visual process of defining 
what the community would like to be 10 years from the present  
8) Goals and objectives setting – problem tree is made into an objective tree; a 
community goal is defined and specific objectives are identified  
9) Identifying indicators of development – each set of objectives will have indicators 
that are qualitative, quantitative, and time-bound 
10) Strategy formulation – community defines what strategies to pursue usually after 
doing an external and internal environmental scanning  
11) Comprehensive five-year development and annual investment/operations 
planning – five sectoral groups under the BDP/MDP standard format define these plans  
12) Plan presentation with the barangay assembly – the packaged plans are presented 
to the barangay assembly for approval 
13) Approval and formal adoption of the plan by the sanggunian – a formal 
resolution is passed by the legislative council and later, an ordinance adopting the plans 
will be adopted 
14) Setting up the monitoring and evaluation system – training of the barangay 
development council and the municipal technical working group on how to establish a 
project monitoring and evaluation system. 
 
(Source: Villarin, T., 2004, ‘Finding Meaning in Local Governance through Popular 
Participation at the Barangay-Bayan’, in Estrella, M. and Iszatt, N. (eds.), Beyond Good 
Governance: Participatory Democracy in the Philippines, Quezon City: Institute for 
Popular Democracy, p. 23. 
 
 

Still other programs of the Batman Consortium are the women in governance training 
program, electoral and political education, and organisational development and strengthening. Thanks 
to the women in governance trainings, an increasing number of Batman POs/NGOs have developed 
and integrated gender-focused programs in their local governance work [Sumaylo, 2004: 221]. The 
consortium also engages in policy advocacy at local and national levels, such as campaigning for 
community-based anti-poverty programs and for strengthening the LGC [Villarin, 2004: 15]. 

 
By 2000, the member NGOs of Batman had increased to 35, mostly local NGOs. The 

following year, however, the consortium suffered a serious setback, as a leading and influential 
member of both Akbayan and the consortium withdrew from both in the wake of a controversy over 
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the choosing of party-list candidates at the 2001 Akbayan congress. He convinced a good number of 
NGOs to withdraw from the consortium too and to set up their own consortium, Local Governance 
Citizens’ Network (LGCNet).7 Both consortiums have grown since then. By the end of 2003, the 
Batman Consortium’s membership roster included 60 NGOs and three national POs. The Batman 
NGOs have worked in more than 2,500 of the country’s 45,000 barangays, of which 1,200 have 
undertaken BDP-PRA.  The 2,500 barangays are spread out in 28 of the country’s 79 provinces, 167 
of 1,496 municipalities and 16 of 83 cities [Villarin 2004: 8; Rocamora, 2004: 335].   

 
Akbayan is the lone political party in the Batman consortium. Akbayan’s involvement in 

Batman marks the first, and thus far, the only major engagement of a left party in local governance – 
open, legal, and not ‘underground’ governance – since the late 1930s and early 1940s. 

 
(See Annex, nos. 1 and 2, for case studies of the experiences of Akbayan and allied 

POs/NGOs in barangay governance.) 
 

 
Assessing Batman’s Work at the Barangay Level 
 

Rocamora [2000: 5-6] describes Batman as a governance and development project of 
Philippine POs/NGOs whose goal was to set into motion a series of political activities at the barangay 
level that would enable elected barangay officials to make full use of the LGC in providing economic 
and political services to their constituents; maximise economic gains for barangay inhabitants; and 
strengthen local communities and increase their capability to negotiate their economic and political 
relations with the larger society. He sees it as a means to change a patronage-permeated political 
culture. According to him, public goods and services in the prevailing ‘currency’ of political 
relationships are transacted privately – politicians provide jobs, money and other forms of assistance 
to individuals who give their political support in turn. With a strengthened barangay governance 
system, relations between barangay leaders and municipal-level politicians could take on the elements 
of negotiation and ‘the introduction of another mode of relations with municipal elites should, over 
time, erode personalism and move local politics from exchanges of private goods to exchanges of 
public goods’. 

 
 Villarin [2000: 1-4] highlights Batman’s role in promoting ‘democratic participation in 
governance’, portraying Batman as ‘a movement of NGOs, people’s organisations, political blocs, 
progressive local government officials and a progressive reform electoral party promoting good 
governance through participatory approaches in local governance’.  He contends that ‘governance is 
essentially an issue of power’, and that democratic participation in governance is ‘a collective effort 
of citizens to negotiate from the state rights already mandated but effectively denied them because of 
an imbalance in power relations’ and ‘an attempt to change certain institutional arrangements, power 
relations and hierarchical structures’. 
 

Preliminary findings of an assessment of the impact of Batman interventions in local politics 
point to creditable gains in the promotion of both participatory democracy and development at the 
barangay level. Hawes [2001: 20] cites the following ‘rather remarkable impacts’ of the Batman 
approach: 
 

• Residents have begun to more fully understand their rights as citizens and to engage in 
oversight of the local governments. 

• More importantly, citizens have also demonstrated that they recognise their 
responsibility for improving local governance by volunteering their time and talent. 

• Local government elected officials are beginning to acknowledge that they are 
accountable downward to the community rather than upward to their political bosses 
and allies. 

                                                 
7 Established in October 2001, LGCNet was formally incorporated in August 2002 with 42 member NGOs. 
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• The very limited resources available at the local level are increasingly being invested in 
priority projects identified by the community that address local needs for better 
services and improved livelihoods.  Most notably, prestige projects such as 
basketball courts, barangay halls, and waiting sheds that bear the names of the 
elected officials are seldom identified as high priorities when planning and budgeting 
are done in a participatory fashion with high levels of community involvement. 

• The best local governments are also beginning to realise that if they want to improve 
service delivery they must have community participation in agenda setting and in the 
implementation of projects.  This collaboration mobilises additional labor and 
contributions from the community that multiply the impact and extend the reach of 
what ever could have been accomplished without citizen participation. 

 
While Batman has made considerable progress in furthering participatory democracy, it does 

have some weaknesses. One crucial weak spot is popular political education, particularly in fostering 
greater awareness of how patronage politics directly affects the lives of barangay residents and how it 
can be combated. Despite greater popular participation in local governance in areas covered by the 
program, clientelist thinking and behavior have persisted or even continued to hold sway. This has 
been most apparent at election time. In many Batman areas, non-trapos still fared badly against trapos 
in the 1998 and 2001 polls, as residents continued to behave and vote as before. Most telling for me, 
however, was that in most Batman barangays I visited in 2002, vote-buying during the barangay 
elections was just as bad as in previous elections, or worse. My field visits did confirm that Batman 
has helped barangay leaders become more resourceful and enterprising in raising funds for their 
projects, especially through the ‘pledging sessions’. I observed, however, that staffers of Batman 
NGOs had not gone on to explain ‘moving local politics from exchanges of private goods to 
exchanges of public goods’. A bit of patronage politics thus managed to creep back in, as municipal, 
provincial and national officials approached for ‘pledges’ were quick to use the opportunity to 
grandstand and to try to make funding beneficiaries feel indebted for the grace bestowed on them. To 
change power relations even at the local level, ‘people’s participation in governance’ apparently needs 
to be complemented by an ideological and cultural struggle against patronage politics.   

 
Another weakness has been the delay in moving up to municipal and city governance. As its 

official name indicated, the Batman Consortium’s work was supposed to be scaled up from the 
barangay to the bayan (municipal) level. It took some time, however, for the Batman consortium to do 
so. Batman’s – and Akbayan’s – engagement in local politics had centered on ‘democratic [or 
people’s/citizens’] participation in governance’. Democratic participation in governance is in line with 
the objective of transforming an elite-dominated formal democracy into a more participatory and 
egalitarian one. Since governance lends itself best to direct people’s participation at the barangay 
level, it was but fitting that Batman should start at this level. Those involved in Batman, upon seeing 
barangay residents actively involved in the day-to-day activities of the barangay, were very much 
buoyed up by its apparent success. Batman NGOs and Akbayan poured their energies into reaching 
out to as many barangays as possible and to achieving proficiency in participatory barangay 
governance. Absorbed in horizontal development, they on the whole kept postponing Batman’s 
vertical development and forgot about the vacuum in political leadership at the municipal/city level. 
Another factor for the delay in scaling-up was that the Batman NGOs and Akbayan tended to be 
restricted by the Batman frame of democratic participation in governance, which had a particular 
emphasis on direct democracy. While perhaps adequate enough for barangay governance, it no longer 
sufficed for municipal/city governance, where one already had to reckon with a civil bureaucracy and 
with much more of representative democracy. 

 
Despite the above weaknesses, Batman has not slipped into the pitfall of ‘localism’ that seems 

to have beset PRA projects in some developing countries. Mohan and Stokke [2000: 249], while 
viewing PRA as a positive trend in development theory and practice, warn of the tendencies to 
essentialise and romanticise ‘the local’ and to detach it from broader economic and political 
structures. Akbayan and the POs/NGOs involved in Batman and BDP-PRA have managed to avoid 
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localism because of their involvement in social movements and in the state arena (elections and 
governance) at various levels – local to national. 
 
Moving up to Municipal/City Governance 
 

In 1997, while other Batman NGOs focused their energies on trainings on participatory 
barangay governance and development planning, the Institute for Political and Electoral Reform 
(IPER), an NGO aligned with Siglaya and later Padayon, pioneered in trainings on municipal 
governance and development planning. Municipal officials in pilot areas were greatly satisfied with 
the trainings. Due to financial constraints, however, IPER could not sustain the initiative and had to 
suspend it indefinitely in 2000.  

 
In the course of field visits to Akbayan areas in April-November 2002, I observed that local 

Akbayan units did not seem to be devoting much attention to the work of municipal or city elective 
officials who had run under Akbayan or with its endorsement. It seemed that as far as government 
work at the municipal/city level was concerned, not much had changed since the days of PnB. Once 
again, left or ‘progressive’ municipal/city officials were being largely left to their own devices in 
performing their governmental functions. In some places, local structures of left parties – such as 
Akbayan’s divisions in Daraga, Albay; in southeastern Samar; in Governor Generoso, Davao 
Oriental; and in the Iranun8 areas of Maguindanao – did endeavour to become much more engaged in 
municipal/city governance. But there was no national program or orientational framework on 
municipal/city governance similar to that for barangay governance. 

 
Local leaders and members of Akbayan tended to treat ‘progressive’ municipal/city officials – 

even those who had already joined the party – not as fellow party members or as potential recruits but 
simply as allies, usually approaching them only to ask for some form of support for a mass action or 
campaign or for a PO/NGO project, or simply for humanitarian assistance. While the officials 
grappled with such major municipal concerns as the revamp of a corrupt and inefficient bureaucracy, 
improvement in the delivery of basic services, increasing municipal revenue, and comprehensive 
planning and budgeting, local Akbayan leaders and members did not help them out. They were either 
too preoccupied with other concerns or they felt that municipal governance was out of their depth. 
Given that the progressive officials worked in a trapo-dominated milieu and that many of them had in 
fact run under traditional parties, the left parties ran the great risk of losing these officials (or their 
main allegiance) to the traditional parties by default, as PnB had in the late 1980s.  

 
The development of the relationship between a left party and a ‘progressive’ LGU official 

usually goes through a complicated process. Left party activists ‘spot’ a progressive official or a 
potential ally in the course of working or interacting with her or him in connection with a mass 
campaign, a development project, participatory governance, and so forth. They then try to forge a 
closer relationship with her/him through frequent follow-up and by working with her/him on joint 
projects. The official usually belongs to a traditional party, but such affiliation does not prevent the 
left activists from working closely with her/him. Sometimes, the left party recruits the said official 
into the party, but s/he does not break off with the traditional party. In effect, the official has a double-
party affiliation – traditional and left! Since left parties are commonly viewed as not having the 
wherewithal to win elections, s/he usually still runs in elections under a traditional party. Thus far, 
none of the left electoral parties has stringently enforced single-party affiliation on politician-
members. 

 
In December 2002, Akbayan finally took the decisive step into serious engagement in 

municipal and city governance by holding the ‘First Political Meeting of Akbayan LGU Officials’, a 
conference attended by selected Akbayan municipal, city and provincial officials from different parts 
of the country. Akbayan’s national officials elucidated the party’s platform for change and good 
governance and its electoral framework. In turn, the LGU officials explained the main issues and 

                                                 
8 A Muslim ethnic community in Central Mindanao, southern Philippines. 
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concerns that confronted them in their respective municipalities, and the changes and reforms that 
they were working on. Since the conference served as a venue for discussion on scaling up 
participatory governance initiatives from the barangay to the municipal/city level, a good part of 
discussion dwelt on ‘citizen participation in local governance’.9  

 
Since the December 2002 conference, Akbayan and allied POs/NGOs have become more 

involved and engaged in municipal/city government and governance concerns. Elated by the 
apparently positive outcome of the conference, regional and local Akbayan leaders have convened 
similar ‘political meetings’ of Akbayan LGU officials at the inter-regional level. The Batman 
consortium is now designing programs on expanding ‘fiscal space’ to assist municipal and city LGUs 
in coming up with innovative tax and non-tax revenue measures to beef up their limited resources. 
Among the programs are those for creating more self-liquidating public services such as public 
markets and potable water systems. The consortium is moving with more resolve into urban 
governance, putting stress on the role of the urban poor themselves. Looking even beyond the 
municipal level, the consortium is now also promoting ‘inter-LGU [inter-municipal] development co-
operation programs using sustainable integrated area development models that tap common resource 
base like coastal waters, common topographical and environmental characteristics, and culture’ 
[Villarin, 2003: 7-8, 8-20]. It is much too early to assess the impact of Akbayan’s engagement in 
municipal/city government work, but one very noticeable result is that Akbayan’s LGU officials, 
many of whom tended to play down their links with the party before, now more openly identify 
themselves with it.10 

 
(See Annex, nos. 2, 3 and 4, for case studies of the experiences of Akbayan and allied 

POs/NGOs in municipal and inter-municipal governance.)  
 

Contending Perspectives in Local Governance 
 
In his study on local politics and the left in Peru in the 1980s and early 1990s, Gerd 

Schönwälder [1998: 76-77] notes the emergence of two clashing strategic perspectives of the 
Peruvian left’s involvement in local politics. The ‘revolutionary approach’ holds that the left should 
make local government serve mainly as a venue for ventilating popular demands, which are deemed 
‘unfulfillable’ under the existing order, to build a political movement capable of overthrowing the 
state. The ‘radical-democratic perspective’ postulates that left intervention in local politics ‘should 
serve to demonstrate its capacity to govern within the existing political institutions while opening 
them up to popular participation from below’. If Schönwälder’s categorisation were to be applied to 
the Philippine situation, it can be said that Akbayan’s engagement in local politics hews to the radical-
democratic perspective. That Akbayan does indeed take this perspective is beginning to be 
acknowledged [see Rocamora, 2004]. The NDs can be said to take the revolutionary approach on the 
basis of using local governments, particularly at the barangay level, not really for ventilating popular 
demands, as Schönwälder puts it, but for ‘neutralising’ them and using them in other ways (gathering 
material support, intelligence work and the like) in the service of the revolution.  

 
By no means does the left have a monopoly of alternatives to the current ‘governance by 

patronage’ [David 2004: 5] or ‘patrimonial approach’ towards government/governance of trapos who 
are associated with the Philippines’ oligarchic elite. Development specialists identified with the likes 
of the World Bank and advocates of ‘new public management’ have been propagating a model in 
governance and development that puts emphasis on sound management to produce an efficient, non-
corrupt and accountable public administration [Leftwich, 1993; Desai and Imrie, 1998]. The World 
Bank, the quintessential neoliberal institution, has changed its pitch from ‘less government’ to ‘good 
governance’ [Törnquist, 2002: 21]. The ‘revisionist neoliberals’ continue to emphasise market 
deregulation but now also put stress on institutional reforms and social development, with a special 

                                                 
9 Proceedings of the First Political Meeting of Akbayan LGU Officials, 15-16 December, 2002, Quezon City. 
10 Interview with Carmel Abao, chairperson, government affairs committee, Akbayan, 4 November 2003, in 
Quezon City. 
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niche for the participation of ‘civil society’ [Mohan and Stokke, 2000: 248]. With the solid backing of 
Western donor organisations, the ‘new managerialism’ has overwhelmingly dominated governance 
and development discourse in the Philippines – in the academe, in state institutions and in civil 
society. Books and articles extolling ‘best practices in local governance’,11 as well awards given out to 
model local governments, for instance, the Galing Pook awards, promote the outlook and standards of 
the new managerialists on ‘good governance’.        

 
In more recent years, revised neoliberal thinking in relation to governance has extended to, 

and suffused, the decentralisation discourse. By decentralising government, declares the World Bank 
[2000: 107, 121-122], localisation nourishes responsive and efficient government. In typical 
technocratic fashion, the Bank argues that the success of decentralisation depends on its ‘design’, and 
equates successful decentralisation with improved government efficiency and responsiveness and the 
‘accommodation’ of potentially explosive political forces. It encourages the ‘harnessing’ of civil 
society to bring about more effective and responsive governance. 

 
The term ‘governance’ has traditionally been equated with ‘government’, that is, the formal 

institutions of the state and the state’s coercive power [Stoker, 1998:17]. In the last twenty years or so, 
however, ‘governance’ has evolved. While government refers to ‘the institutions and agents charged 
with governing’, governance is now taken to mean ‘the modes and manner of governing’.12 
‘Governance’ is now used in many ways. ‘In developing countries,’ notes Stoker [1998: 18], 
‘governance has entered the policy arena. For the World Bank it is at times reduced to a commitment 
to efficient and accountable government. Others use it more broadly … to recognise the 
interdependence of public, private and voluntary sectors in developing countries’.  

 
In accord with their emerging radical democratic perspective, Akbayan and allied POs/NGOs 

have opted for the broader concept of governance. During the December 2002 conference of Akbayan 
LGU officials, one of the main discussants elaborated on governance as a relational concept – 
governance as a relationship between civil society and the state – and stressed the challenge for civil 
society to become more engaged in governance matters, as well as for local governments to increase 
their responsiveness.13 A Batman workbook states: ‘The interaction and co-operation of people’s 
organisations, non-governmental organisations and the private sector with government in crafting 
policies and in implementing programs define what governance is’ [Institute for Strategic Initiatives 
and Institute of Politics and Governance, 2002: 2].  

 
Mohan and Stokke [2000: 249] compare the ‘new’ right (revised neoliberal) and ‘new’ left 

(post-Marxist, for instance, radical democratic) conceptualisations of development. (In the main, the 
comparison actually holds true for the two perspectives’ conceptualisation of governance as well.) 
Both the new right and the new left believe that ‘states or markets cannot and should not be solely 
responsible for ensuring social equality and welfare growth’ and that organisations of civil society, 
particularly at the local level, can and should play a role. The revised neoliberal model, however, is a 
‘top-down’ approach, merely geared to increase the efficiency and accountability of government 
institutions. Moreover, it adheres to a ‘harmony model of power’, which envisages ‘the empowerment 
of the powerless … within the existing social order without any significant negative effects upon the 
power of the powerful’. The new left position is the opposite.  ‘The radical notion of empowerment,’ 
write Mohan and Stokke, ‘focuses on ‘bottom-up’ social mobilisation in society as a challenge to 
hegemonic interests within the state and the market … Power is conceptualised in relational and 
conflictual terms. Hence, empowerment of marginalised groups requires a structural transformation of 
economic and political relations towards a radically democratised society.’ 

 

                                                 
11 See, for instance, two books on ‘new public management’ in a series entitled ‘East and Southeast Asia 
Network for Better Local Governments’ [Konrad Adenauer Foundation, 2000; and Local Government 
Development Foundation, 2000].  
12 See fn. 3. 
13 Proceedings of the First Political Meeting of Akbayan LGU Officials, 15-16 December, 2002, Quezon City. 
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Like many other developing countries, the Philippines has had well over a decade of the 
revisionist neoliberal prescriptions on ‘good governance’ and ‘new public management’. Despite 
tremendous financial backing from Western donor institutions, however, the revisionist neoliberal 
paradigm on governance has been an abject failure. The persistence – or rather, the worsening – of 
corruption and plunder, of oligarchic patrimonialism and bossism attests to this. The Philippines’ 
elite-dominated democracy allows for a number of revisionist neoliberal state reformists to exist in a 
sea of trapos. There will always be some of the Galing Pook type – honest public servants managing 
isles of state efficiency, transparency and accountability. Once their three terms14 are up, however, it’s 
back to trapos again. Why? There is no reform-oriented party to carry on what they started. The new 
managerialists do not challenge the traditional parties, the convenient instruments of the oligarchy for 
patronage and patrimonialism. Almost all of them, in fact, are members of traditional parties. While 
many of the new managerialists (like the ‘young Turks’ in the Liberal Party) have earnestly tried to 
reform the traditional parties, their efforts have always come to naught as the trapos are too well-
entrenched. They have often ended up condoning the patrimonialists’ behavior or being swallowed up 
by the system. The trapos welcome the neoliberal state reformists as it is good for the former’s own 
image to be seen in the latter’s company. The traditional parties woo the do-gooders and, once they do 
get them, put them on show windows as the poster children for good governance. 

 
  Revisionist neoliberalism may not work, but it poses great problems for Akbayan and allied 
POs/NGOs. Akbayan’s framework vis-à-vis government work and governance, while clearly moving 
towards a radical democratic perspective, has not taken full shape. A crucial missing element is a 
sharp delineation between Akbayan’s framework and the revised neoliberal perspective. Akbayan 
members have often mouthed such terms as good governance, civil society, people’s participation in 
governance, transparency and accountability – which just happen to be the favorite buzzwords of 
revisionist neoliberals – without making a clear distinction between its and the neoliberals’ concepts 
of these. Thus, to some extent at least, Akbayan and allied POs/NGOs have played right into the 
revisionist neoliberals’ hands. It is no wonder that Western donor agencies promoting the revised 
neoliberal agenda have been most willing to fund seminars and trainings on ‘good governance’ and 
‘people’s participation in governance’. Akbayan has started to recognise the dangers in not drawing a 
clear delineation. Rocamora declares:[W]ithout consciousness of the distinction, the danger of co-
optation or the related pitfall of opportunism, of being used while taking money from neoliberal local 
governance projects is great. At the same time, it will be difficult to identify areas of convergence 
with reformers who may operate within a neoliberal frame but who work on projects such as anti-
corruption, which is a common concern. Finally, without discourse maps for navigating the white 
waters of local governance discourse, we cannot maximise the empowerment potential of local 
governance projects such as Batman. [Rocamora, 2004: 332.] 
 

For Akbayan, forging alliances with state reformists would not be too hard. The much bigger 
challenge is recruiting state reformists and eventually securing not just their main, but their sole, party 
allegiance. Akbayan has been moving deeper into a milieu (local politics) in which the revisionist 
neoliberal perspective has a much stronger influence than the radical democratic perspective. Unless it 
makes a sharp distinction between the two, Akbayan may end up, in most cases, helping prepare the 
LGU officials attending its seminars and trainings for conversion to revisionist neoliberalism, which, 
after all, provides certain perquisites. Apart from the being backed by many donor agencies, 
revisionist neoliberalism, Philippine-style, affords politicians the convenience of joining a traditional 
patronage party, switching parties and coalitions every so often, and availing of the support of 
powerful clans and personages. 
 
Counter-hegemony in the State Arena  

 
Summarising several initial assessments of the LGC vis-a-vis popular participation in 

governance, Rood [1998: 129-130] noted in 1998 that the LGC had advanced democracy at the local 
level, produced a mindset promoting participation, enhanced the legitimacy of political action by 

                                                 
14 By law, local officials are limited to a maximum of three three-year terms for the same position. 
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NGOs and increased the participation of women in governance. Hawes [2000: 3-4, 21] observes that 
with LGUs acquiring a major share of the total government revenues and greater control over natural 
resources and over local development planning, the LGC has introduced ‘a radical redistribution in 
the control over vital resources’. Despite predictions of many that this redistribution would only foster 
a new generation of local bosses, most LGUs were acting responsibly in utilising their new powers 
and resources. He cites a much-better-informed public as one reason for this behavior. Analyzing the 
structural impact of the LGC, Hawes enthuses that it has brought about ‘a dramatic change in 
intergovernmental relations [that] is further breaking down the clientelistic basis of Philippine 
politics’.  

 
There are, however, more circumspect voices. Hutchcroft writes:  
 

Despite the profusion of NGOs and POs over the past fifteen years, they still have a long 
way to go before they can be considered to have significant and lasting influence on the 
conduct of local government and politics. Despite their successes on particular fronts and 
in particular localities, the cumulative impact of these nontraditional actors is decidedly 
weak in comparison to the formidable networks of power enjoyed by the traditional 
structures that they are confronting. [Hutchcroft, 1998b: 40.]  
 

Eaton [2001: 101] reports that after approving the LGC, legislators have attempted ‘to reverse and 
then circumvent decentralization since it threatened their status as brokers claiming personal credit for 
negotiating fiscal transfers from the center’. In another article [Eaton, 2003: 470-471], he says that 
traditional actors in Philippine political society have consistently and effectively moved to undermine 
new participatory roles for NGOs and to sideline them from the policy-making process. 
 

As the Batman experience has shown, the LGC has given a tremendous boost to people’s 
participation in governance. But the deepening of democracy in the Philippines requires much more 
than elements of participatory governance. In terms of breaking elite rule, the LGC has barely 
scratched the surface. The surest sign that democratisation of local politics indeed still has a long way 
to go is that traditional parties of patronage and patrimonialism are the ruling entities in almost all of 
the country’s municipalities, cities and provinces. POs/NGOs may now have gotten a say in local 
governance in a good number of areas, but, at the end of the day, trapos still call the shots.  

 
The deepening of democratisation in the Philippines may hinge a lot on which approach 

towards government/governance eventually gains predominance: the currently dominant ‘patrimonial’ 
approach of the oligarchic elite or one of the alternatives – revised neoliberal, revolutionary or radical 
democratic. As an alternative to the ‘patrimonial approach’, the revolutionary approach seems to 
constitute a dead end. Left parties that gain the reins of local government cannot keep blaming the 
national government for local ills, nor keep promising a substantial or appreciable improvement in the 
people’s livelihoods after some far-off or indeterminate victory of the ‘revolution’. The Peruvian 
experience has shown that ‘leftist local governments cannot escape responsibility for governing, that 
is, they cannot forgo the difficult task of trying to find workable solutions for the urgent needs of the 
popular majorities within the framework of the existing political institutions’ [Schönwälder, 1998: 
97]. At the national level, it is conceivable that revolutionary proselytisation and mobilisation could 
indeed hasten the dawning of a revolutionary situation. For as long as lower classes, marginalised 
groups and their allies have not broken the ideological and cultural domination of the oligarchic elite, 
however, the latter will continue to maintain its hold on economic and political power. The political 
upheavals of February 1986 and January 2001 that ousted Marcos and Estrada, respectively, were 
indeed ‘people power’ uprisings, but they installed elite-dominated regimes.  

 
With the initial achievements and gains made in LGU work and governance at the barangay, 

municipal and city levels, there is reason for some optimism in the prospects of the emergent radical 
democratic perspective. In the process of fighting against oligarchic rule and working for radical 
political and social change, Akbayan and allied POs/NGOs have striven to promote popular 
empowerment as well as to bring about concrete improvements in the people’s well-being, especially 
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at the grassroots level. But a lot more needs to be done. Leftists in government, working closely with 
leftists in civil society, would have to bring the fight against elite rule and the trapos’ instruments of 
patronage (including traditional patron-client ties) well into the ideological and cultural spheres too. 
The emergent radical democratic framework in local government/governance itself needs to be more 
fully developed and sharpened, expanded into a more comprehensive framework for government 
work and governance in general, and posited within Akbayan’s ‘counter-hegemonic strategy’.  

 
Those of the emergent radical democratic perspective are up against not only the trapos, but 

also revisionist neoliberals, who present themselves as state reformists but who work in unholy 
cohabitation with the trapos. For some time now, revisionist neoliberals have been spreading ideas of 
good governance and people’s participation in governance that give the illusion that empowerment of 
the powerless can be achieved without touching the power of the powerful. It is surprising that 
Philippine left groups of the emergent radical democratic perspective, which have been very active in 
the movement against neoliberal globalisation, have failed to recognise this crucial fight against 
neoliberalism in the home front, and have even, to some extent, unwittingly helped propagate the 
revised neoliberal concepts. The danger of erosion and co-optation should not be underestimated. In 
the assessment of James Petras [1999: 34], almost all left groups, including former revolutionary 
groups, that have joined electoral politics and entered political office, have succumbed to globalist 
ideology. His assessment may be too sweeping, but he probably is not entirely wrong. 
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Annex   
 
 
Case Studies of Akbayan’s Engagement in Local Governance  
 
 
1. Engagement in Barangay and Municipal  Governance: Los Baños, Laguna 
 

None of the political blocs that eventually established Akbayan were involved in the initial 
grassroots organising in Los Baños, Laguna, a university town 63 km. south of Metro Manila. In 
1995-98, the Evelio B. Javier Foundation, a development NGO, undertook a project in Los Baños 
called ‘Promoting Local Initiatives for Democracy and Justice’ (Prodem), with funding from the 
United States Agency for International Development (USAID), to enhance the capability of LGUs 
and facilitate citizen participation in local governance. Prodem workers helped build POs and 
eventually a coalition of 79 local POs/NGOs called Ugnayan ng mga Samahang Pamayanan ng Los 
Baños (Ugnayan-LB or Coordinating Council of Community Organisations of Los Baños). They also 
propagated participatory development planning. In 1997, the Los Baños LGU and Ugnayan-LB 
collaborated to make the town’s 25-year comprehensive development plan – ‘a milestone in LGU-
NGO/PO relations’ [Martinez, 2001: 15-18]. The Metro Manila-based, Akbayan-linked Institute of 
Politics and Governance (IPG) assisted Prodem workers train local officials and residents to do 
community-based development planning. In the process, some Prodem workers, barangay officials 
and leaders and members of Ugnayan-LB and its affiliate POs/NGOs joined Akbayan. After the 
Prodem project was completed, IPG helped establish the People’s Institute for Local Governance 
Advocacy and Research (Pilar) to continue assisting local government officials and residents in 
capability-building and promoting participatory governance in Los Baños and to extend similar 
services to other municipalities of Laguna.1  
 

Unlike its predecessor, Prodem, which had helped mainly in capability-building at the 
municipal level, the Akbayan-aligned, Los Baños-based Pilar focused on the barangay level. Soon 
after it was established in July 1999, Pilar undertook BOBG and BDP-PRA trainings and PO-building 
in three pilot areas (one barangay each in Los Baños, Bae and San Pedro). Pilar signed memorandums 
of agreement with barangay LGUs, whereby the former would facilitate development planning 
activities and the latter would mobilise the various sectors of the community. In Los Baños, Pilar 
extended its trainings and organising work from the pilot barangay of Tadlac to the thirteen other 
barangays of the municipality.2 The stresses in Pilar’s organising efforts per barangay depended on 
the particular characteristics of the barangay. In lakeside Tadlac, the focus was on women and 
fisherfolk; in Bagong Silang atop Mt. Makiling, farmers, women and youth. Alongside Pilar’s efforts 
in PO building, Akbayan organised party chapters in BDP-PRA areas. 3   
 

The barangay captain of Tadlac illustrated just how much of a difference a participatory 
process of development planning had made. ‘In the past,’ he recalled, ‘only the barangay captain and 
the barangay council were involved in making the barangay development plan. We were told before 
that ninety per cent of Tadlac’s [adult] residents were fisherfolk. Our old plan was based on that. 
BDP-PRA showed that the percentage was much lower: 42 percent!’4    
 

For the upland farmers of Bagong Silang, BDP-PRA proved crucial to the very survival of 
their community. The University of the Philippines, which managed the Makiling Forest Reserve, had 
formulated a 25-year master plan for the conservation of Mt. Makiling without involving them in the 
planning process. They feared that an accreditation process for determining ‘legitimate’ forest 
occupants stipulated in the plan could lead to undue demolitions and resettlements, especially in areas 
deemed ‘critical’. The barangay officials and residents of Bagong Silang seized upon the opportunity 
provided by the BDP-PRA process to fight for their inclusion in the management of the Makiling 
Forest Reserve and in the control of its resources and to show their capability in drawing up concrete 
measures for protecting the forest through sustainable resource use.5  
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One of the local officials who was very supportive of Prodem’s and Pilar’s initiatives was 

Caesar P. Perez, barangay captain of Batong Malake. Under twelve years of Perez’s leadership, 
Batong Malake had become a bustling and commercially successful barangay.6 Well respected by his 
peers, Perez had been elected president of the barangay captains of Los Baños, and then of the entire 
province. In the course of working closely with Prodem and Pilar, Perez came into contact with 
members of Akbayan who were involved in these NGOs. He joined Akbayan in late 2000. In the 2001 
elections, Akbayan endorsed Perez for mayor and Matilde Erasga, a local leader of the women’s 
movement and Akbayan member, for municipal councilor. Various irregularities marred the elections: 
tampered voters’ lists, which resulted in many ‘flying voters’ (voting non-residents) as well as 
disenfranchised residents, and vote-buying. Nonetheless, Perez, who played it clean, won by a wide 
margin over the incumbent mayor and the vice-mayor. Akbayan topped the party-list vote in Los 
Baños, as it had in 1998. Erasga, however, lost.7  
 
 As mayor, Perez has remained an ‘action man’.8 He has provided loans for new businesses 
and established a public employment service for residents looking for jobs.9 A columnist of a national 
newspaper praised Perez for ‘localizing good governance’, crediting his administration for the 
upgrading of the quality of elementary and high school education, as well as of the health service; 
improved traffic flow; and better maintenance of peace and order through such measures as better 
street lighting, a campaign against drug traffickers and improved police visibility and capability. He 
also complimented Los Baños for having the cleanest roads and public markets in Laguna [Adriano, 
2003: 4], the result apparently of the municipal LGU’s novel anti-littering drive involving deputised 
‘environmental enforcers’. Building on the success of this campaign, the municipal LGU, in 
coordination with other government agencies and with POs/NGOs, has drawn up a municipal waste 
management and waste segregation plan and an environment management system, including the 
clean-up of creeks and tributaries [Perez, Faylon, Pantua and Valdez, 2002]. Through frequent visits 
to barangays and consultations with barangay leaders, e.g. ‘Ugnayan sa Barangay’ (Linking with the 
Barangay), Perez has kept in close touch with his constituency. In 2000, President Estrada proclaimed 
Los Baños, which is said to have the most Ph.D. holders per square kilometer in the country, a 
‘science and nature city’. Perez has drawn up major programs to develop the municipality as such, 
e.g., the establishment of a ‘one-stop-shop science and technology center’.10 
 
 After Perez’s victory, Pilar continued to implement BDP-PRA and Akbayan, to build a 
political party base in the barangays. By November 2002, nine out of Los Baños’ 14 barangays had 
finished their five-year development plans, each consisting of a thick volume with illustrations and 
graphs. After BDP-PRA, Pilar conducted other trainings such as gender and development, and 
barangay enterprise development planning seminars. Perez sought the assistance of Pilar in drawing 
up a five-year municipal development plan that would still basically adhere to the 25-year 
development plant formulated with Prodem’s assistance but spell out clearer short-term targets.11 
Although a few Akbayan members who were also in Pilar were regularly in touch with Perez and 
some Akbayan-linked POs/NGOs participated actively in the municipality’s local special bodies, 
Akbayan-Los Baños itself still had not really gotten into the thick of municipal governance yet. In 
running the municipal LGU, Perez basically worked with his own team, without much assistance from 
Akbayan. With Akbayan and Batman NGOs scaling up from barangay to municipal governance in 
various parts of the country, Akbayan-Los Baños resolved to engage more fully in municipal politics 
as well as to undertake organising in the academe, in church circles and among professionals.12   
 
2. Assisting a Municipal LGU in Participatory Governance: Surallah, South Cotabato  
 
 In the Akbayan founding congress of January 1998, one of the delegates from South Cotabato 
was Romulo O. Solivio, of Surallah,13 a fast developing agricultural town aspiring to be the province’s 
agro-industrial center. A mechanical engineer and rice mill owner, Solivio had been involved in the 
ND movement during the Marcos period. After EDSA I, he turned to local politics. He was elected 
municipal councilor in 1988 and ran unsuccessfully for mayor in 1992 and 1995. Akbayan supported 
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Solivio in his third mayoral bid in 1998. Running under NPC, he finally made it, together with his 
running mate and five of the eight candidates for councilor on his ticket.14   
 

In February 1999, Solivio learned about participatory barangay development planning 
through a conference on integrated area development sponsored by Kaisahan and several other 
Batman NGOs [Iszatt  2002, p. 5]. A few months later, the Surallah LGU launched the Barangay 
Integrated Area Development Program (BIADP), which aimed ‘to develop and strengthen the 
communities and institutions through a process which encourages local initiatives and active 
participation of the people in carrying out development activities’. Solivio’s ‘flagship program’ 
sought to make Surallah’s 17 barangays ‘the centerpiece of development’. Among BIADP’s major 
features were BDP-PRA, resource mobilisation for barangay development; and integrated delivery of 
services to the barangays.  
 

Kaisahan and Building Alternative Rural Resource Institutions and Organizing Services 
(Barrios), a newly-established local NGO based in General Santos City, assisted the Surallah LGU in 
conducting BDP-PRA in all of the municipality’s 17 barangays in June-September 1999. The one-
week planning process in each barangay involved barangay officials and representatives of sectoral 
groups and ended with the five-year development plan being presented to a barangay general 
assembly for approval. Six months later, as a follow-up to BDP-PRA, Kaisahan and Barrios facilitated 
a visit of Surallah municipal and barangay officials to Toboso, Negros Occidental, and Alimodian, 
Iloilo, two early BDP-PRA areas, for on-site learning from the latter’s experiences in participatory 
local governance. Furthermore, to help the barangays raise funds for their development projects, the 
two NGOs, in coordination with municipal LGU staff, conducted a three-day training seminar on 
project proposal making. 
 

In April 2000, Surallah held an innovative resource mobilisation activity called ‘Participatory 
Barangay Development and Local Governance Fair 2000’. Nina T. Iszatt described the event:  
 

[E]ach barangay set up its own booth in the municipal plaza, creatively decorated to 
display its five-year development plan, mission-vision of the barangay, project proposals, 
visual aids such as the Resource Map, which had been made during the planning, and 
local produce. Potential funders including Congressional Representatives, Provincial and 
Regional national line agency officials and NGOs, wandered around inspecting the hard 
work of the barangay residents, meeting with them and pledging to finance their projects. 
In a fiesta-style atmosphere, the barangay residents and officials had the opportunity to 
‘talk to higher officials’ in order to market their project proposals. At the end of a tiring 
day a total of P67,370,500 worth of pledges was announced. [Iszatt 2002, p. 9.] 15 

 
Another Solivio novelty, ‘Barangayan 2000’, billed as ‘an integrated delivery of various 

services of the LGU to the barangays’, also had a festive air to it. Municipal officials and personnel 
from the different departments of the LGU trooped into a barangay to deliver services to the people – 
staying there for three days and two nights. An LGU official narrated: 
 

         Practically the entire LGU joined the barangay visit and practically the entire 
barangay came to meet us. We integrated with the people. We explained to them what 
the municipal government was doing. We discussed with them. We gave free medical 
and dental services, free toilet bowls, free seedlings, free iodised salt, free branding of 
carabaos and horses, free birth registrations, even free weddings. There was food for 
everyone. Since not all of us could be accommodated in the people’s houses, some of us 
just slept on the stage of the plaza grandstand, on benches, tables, anywhere.16 

 
 On the basis of his performance, Solivio thought that his reelection in 2001 was assured. 
‘Surveys showed that he would win,’ remarked a municipal councilor. ‘He lowered his guard.’17 
Solivio’s opponent capitalised on the increase in stall rental fees at the newly reconstructed public 
market, which had incensed many local traders, and on alleged irregularities in LGU dealings with a 
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certain contractor.18 Regular LGU personnel, who had a ‘culture shock’19 with the demands and hectic 
pace of Solivio’s participatory, grassroots-focused politics and who found Solivio ‘too strict’, 
campaigned against him. As in the past, massive vote-buying and some intimidation of voters marred 
the elections. Solivio lost by just 589 votes (out of 23,000 votes cast). Although he came out ahead in 
twelve of the 15 rural barangays, he fared terribly in the vote-rich poblacion.20  
 
 All throughout Solivio’s term as mayor of Surallah, Akbayan’s engagement in both municipal 
and barangay governance was at best incidental. The Akbayan organisation in Surallah itself was 
weak, loose and unconsolidated. Many of the NGO trainors and facilitators who assisted in BIADP 
were Akbayan members, but they themselves did not engage in Akbayan organising in Surallah. They 
had presumed that Solivio and some former NDs working closely with him would take care of this. 
Unfortunately, however, the latter did not formally sign up with Akbayan.21 Several left parties and 
groups competing in the party-list vote – including Akbayan and the ND electoral party Bayan Muna 
– had wooed Solivio’s support. Fully aware that much of Surallah was part of CPP-NPA guerrilla 
territory and not wanting to be dragged into conflict between the “reaffirmists” vs. “rejectionists,” 
Solivio and his associates opted to take a neutral stance.22 During the 2001 electoral campaign, 
tensions between the ND and other left groups heated up. NPA guerrillas harassed Akbayan 
campaigners in various parts of Surallah. Bayan Muna members tried to increase their influence in 
Solivio’s campaign machinery. Reacting to anti-Akbayan statements made by one of Solivio’s 
associates, some Akbayan members freshly recruited by Akbayan organizers from Koronadal 
campaigned for Solivio’s opponent.23  
 

Apart from the serious weaknesses in party building, there were also shortcomings in 
community organising. For all its creditable innovations in participatory governance, BIADP was still 
basically a top-down project. It lacked a crucial element: grassroots POs making their own initiatives 
and interacting with the municipal and barangay LGUs. Akbayan and the Batman NGOs involved in 
Surallah had apparently overlooked this. The municipal LGU could not possibly have been expected 
to take on the function of building POs.  
 
3. Engagement in Municipal Governance without BDP-PRA: Salcedo, Eastern Samar 
 
 Unlike in Los Banos and Surallah, there was no BDP-PRA in the fifth-class municipality of 
Salcedo, Eastern Samar.24  The local Akbayan organisation and the local Akbayan-aligned NGO, 
Pneuma, could not find funding for undertaking it in Salcedo. Nonetheless, the lack of such a tool did 
not deter them from engagement in local governance, mainly at the municipal level. 
 
 In 1998, midwife and community organiser Mardonia Duran ran for municipal councilor 
under the ticket of Vice Mayor Melchor ‘Mega’ Gagante,25 who challenged Mayor Alfredo Sumook26 
for Salcedo’s top post. Duran won comfortably, but Gagante lost by just 52 votes in elections 
tarnished by heavy vote-buying. The opposition councilors tried to push for development-oriented 
legislation but got nowhere. Sumook had no development plan27 and, although Salcedo had so much 
unutilised land suitable for rice production, had no interest in agriculture at all. He assigned the 
municipal agriculturist to clean markets, and to plant trees and cut grass in the watershed area.28 
Duran, who had joined Akbayan during the electoral campaign, worked together with Pneuma 
personnel in organising Akbayan chapters in Salcedo. Among those whom they managed to recruit 
was Joselito Abrugar, a three-term councilor who had been an activist in his student days.29 
 
         In the Sumook-Gagante rematch in 2001, Akbayan supported Gagante. Carrying a platform of 
good governance and reform,30 he had agreed to promote people’s participation in governance and to 
support Akbayan in the party-list ballot.31 In another vote-buying-marred election, Gagante won by 
426 votes and Duran was reelected, but pro-Sumook councilors retained the majority in the municipal 
council. Abrugar agreed to become the mayor’s private secretary.32 After the elections, two Akbayan 
national officials conferred with five mayors-elect of Eastern Samar, including Gagante. Akbayan 
continued to organise party chapters in Salcedo; two of the new Akbayan recruits were Gagante 
himself and a young councilor, Esteban Regis, Jr., a former student activist like Abrugar.33  
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 With the able help of Abrugar, Duran and Regis, among others, Mayor Gagante was able to 
achieve much in his first year. To increase food production, his administration set up demonstration 
farms in different barangays, acquired modern farm equipment (for hiring out to farmers), repaired 
long-neglected farm-to-market roads, strengthened livelihood cooperatives and developed links with 
agricultural institutions. Health services were improved through such measures as barangay clinics 
(one barangay per week) and the installation of potable water supply in key barangays. To upgrade 
education, the LGU opened another rural high school, subsidised volunteer teachers, built additional 
classrooms and ensured the granting of LGU scholarships on the basis of merit. For environmental 
protection, the Gagante administration intensified the rehabilitation of a watershed area and the 
crackdown on illegal fishing. For transparency and public accountability, the LGU put out a 
newsletter, Abot-Kamay, and the treasurer’s and accountant’s office published the monthly collections 
[Abrugar, 2002, 14-16].  
 

Under Mayor Gagante, Salcedo came to have a more modest version of Surallah’s 
‘Barangayan’. I had the chance join a ‘visitation’ of Gagante and LGU personnel to the farthest 
barangay, Matarinao, in June 2002. We left early in the morning. The LGU staffers rode on the back 
of a truck; I rode with the mayor and the municipal health officer (a medical doctor) in an old four-
wheel drive. Soon enough, I realised that an ordinary vehicle would not have made it – the road was 
in terrible shape. The barangay officials and residents welcomed us at the plaza.  In a short program, 
Gagante explained the development thrusts and projects of his administration and heads of 
departments discussed the functions of their departments. During the open forum, the residents 
brought up various problems in their locality: lack of jobs, delayed electrification, illegal fishing, lack 
of health facilities, poor communications, etc. At noon, we had a hearty – but not sumptuous – meal. 
Throughout the day, LGU personnel took care of various services and concerns – medical and dental 
check-ups and giving out of free medicines, issuance of residence certificates, collection of business 
and real property taxes, distribution of vegetable seeds, etc. We traveled back to the municipal hall in 
the late afternoon. I noticed that after attending to a stream of patients, the doctor was exhausted.  
 
 Inspired by the national Akbayan conference of LGU officials in December 2002, Akbayan 
LGU officials in southeastern Samar34 held their own sub-provincial consultations, with those of 
Salcedo actively taking part. By October 2003, Akbayan had twelve barangay-based chapters in 
Salcedo. Akbayan-Salcedo had not yet made much progress in recruiting barangay officials, but it had 
made some allies among them. While continuing to explore possible funding sources for BDP-PRA, 
Pneuma facilitated the participation of Salcedo’s municipal planning and development coordinator in 
BDP-PRA sessions in a nearby municipality. He came away impressed. As in Surallah, PO building 
remained weak in Salcedo, as neither Akbayan nor Pneuma had the resources to deploy a good 
community organiser.35   
 
4. Engagement in Inter-LGU Development Cooperation: Buldon, Barira and Matanog, Maguindanao 
 

The Local Government Code allows LGUs, through appropriate ordinances, to group 
themselves, consolidate or coordinate their efforts, sources, and resources for purposes commonly 
beneficial to them. Without drawing attention to itself, Akbayan has been very much involved in the 
efforts of the LGUs in the municipalities of Buldon, Matanog and Barira to coordinate their 
rehabilitation and development plans. Much of the area of the three municipalities, whose inhabitants 
belong to the Muslim Iranun community, had once comprised ‘Camp Abubakar’, the headquarters of 
the Muslim rebel group, the Moro Islamic Liberation Front (MILF).36 Akbayan’s involvement in the 
Iranun Development Council (IDC) marks its first engagement in inter-municipal LGU development 
cooperation.         

 
In the May 2001 elections, Akbayan endorsed the reelection bids of Abolais Manalao and 

Nasser Imam, the youthful and progressive mayors of Buldon and Matanog, who in turn supported 
Akbayan in the party-list vote. Both won. After the elections, Manalao, Imam and Barira’s young, 
new mayor Alexander Tomawis – all good friends – often went around together and exchanged notes 
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on their LGU work. In the elections for the legislative assembly of the ARMM in November 2001, the 
three supported the candidacy of another young, reform-oriented Iranun, Ibrahim Ibay. Also active in 
Ibay’s campaign was the Cotabato City-based lawyer Suharto Ambolodto, Institute for Strategic 
Initiatives (ISI) executive director and Akbayan national vice-chairperson.37 Shortly after Ibay’s 
electoral victory, the three mayors, Ambolodto, Assemblyman-elect Ibay and Maguindanao Provincial 
Board member Cahar Ibay held a series of meetings to discuss the coordination of their development 
initiatives. They agreed to set up the IDC as the main vehicle for inter-LGU cooperation, with the 
Akbayan-aligned ISI providing support services and performing as its secretariat. Akbayan, through 
Ambolodto and the ISI personnel, who were Akbayan members, played an active role in IDC’s 
strategic planning as well as day-to-day administration. 
 

Coming from the former Camp Abubakar area, the Iranun LGU officials knew that they stood 
a good chance of mobilising considerable support for their rehabilitation and development endeavors. 
Because of government neglect, corruption and the war, Buldon, Matanog and Barira had remained 
very backward – all three were sixth-class municipalities. Since the Marcos period, the LGUs of the 
three towns had frequently held office in Cotabato City or Parang, i.e., wherever the mayor actually 
lived or spent most of his time. The municipal halls in Buldon and Matanog had often been quiet and 
nearly empty, with goats peacefully grazing in the yard. On paper, the construction of the municipal 
building of Barira was supposed to have been finished a long time ago. ‘Whoever made the report 
must have taken the photo of another building,’ quipped an Akbayan organiser.38  
 

A week after its formation, the IDC managed to secure the support of President Arroyo and 
her Cabinet, who were then holding a meeting in Cotabato City. In the subsequent months, various 
forms of support from various government agencies did pour in – construction or repair of farm-to-
market roads, access roads and bridges; new municipal buildings and facilities; day-care centers and 
more shelter units; agricultural implements and plant materials; medicines, etc. While the 
development assistance was already coming in, the IDC, in coordination with ISI, IPG and 
government agencies (particularly the Department of Agriculture, National Anti-Poverty Commission 
and the Department of Social Welfare and Development), continued to hold development planning 
meetings to identify needs, gaps and possible interventions.39 In July 2002, President Arroyo herself 
visited the former Camp Abubakar area, declaring it as a ‘peace and development zone’ and assuring 
the local officials that she would extend all her support to the IDC.   
 

In its plan, the IDC envisaged a rehabilitation and reconstruction phase of six to twelve 
months, followed by ‘sustainable integrated area development’ (SIAD) for five years. The SIAD 
phase would involve the development of the 79,000-hectare area of Buldon, Matanog and Barira into 
a progressive agricultural center planted to corn, cash crops and fruit trees and engaged in integrated 
sustainable agricultural production. To prepare the LGUs for the SIAD phase, ISI, with funding from 
the Asia Foundation and USAID, has facilitated local governance capacity-building activities such as 
basic local governance and BDP-PRA trainings among municipal and barangay officials, religious 
leaders, peasants, women, youth and LGU personnel. IDC and ISI hope that the development plans of 
the 34 barangays in the area will eventually be integrated into the medium-term development plans of 
the three municipalities. To complement its engagement with the LGUs, ISI intends to engage in 
community organising and thus help build self-sustaining rural organisations and cooperatives 
[Institute for Strategic Initiatives and Institute of Politics and Governance, 2002: 52]. 
 

In less than two years, IDC’s performance seemed quite impressive. As of October 2003, 
according to Ambolodto, IDC had managed to attract rehabilitation and development assistance worth 
a total of P240 million since its inception. About sixty per cent of the barangays had completed the 
BDP-PRA process. Apart from getting government support, IDC had managed to secure the MILF’s 
endorsement through the Bangsa Moro Development Agency, which the government and the MILF 
had jointly established. Nonetheless, Ambolodto sounded not all too content. ‘Much of the 
development assistance went into infrastructure. Thus far, the projects have not yet had much impact 
on poverty alleviation. Perhaps we should have had more of livelihood projects at the start.’40 Despite 
IDC’s efforts to make the Iranun area a zone of peace and development, it still proved powerless in 
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preventing armed hostilities between political clans in Matanog. In 2002, a series of ambushes and 
other violent incidents between the feuding Imam and Macapeges clans of Matanog resulted in 
several fatalities.41    
 

Among the LGU officials of Buldon, Matanog and Barira, Akbayan earned much respect. The 
three mayors and several other local officials joined Akbayan, but were all expected to run under 
Arroyo’s coalition in May 2004. The organising of Akbayan chapters at the barangay level, however, 
suffered, as many of the local Akbayan leaders devoted much of their attention to the IDC.42 
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